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ABSTRACT
The circulation of the social networks and the evolution of the mobile phone devices has led to a
big usage of location based social networks application such as Foursquare, Twitter, Swarm
and Zomato on mobile phone devices mean that huge dataset which is containing a blend of
information about users behaviour’s, social society network of each users and also information
about each of venues, all these information available in mobile location recommendation
system .These datasets are much more different from those which is used in online recommender
systems, these datasets have more information and details about the users and the venues which
is allowing to have more clear result with much more higher accuracy of the analysing in the
result.
In this paper we examine the users behaviour’s and the popularity of the venue through a large
check-ins dataset from a location based social services, Foursquare: by using large scale
dataset containing both user check-in and location information .Our analysis expose across 3
different cities.On analysis of these dataset reveal a different mobility habits, preferring places
and also location patterns in the user personality. This information about the users behaviour’s
and each of the location popularity can be used to know the recommendation systems and to
predict the next move of the users depending on the categories that the users attend to visit and
according to the history of each users check-ins.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The evolution of the mobile phone has led to big usage of the location based social network
application such as Twitter, Facebook, Google latitude and foursquare. The location based service
(LBS) can be defined as a software service using the location information data to control features
and this information service has now a big number of users who is depending on it in different
majorities like health, entertainments and personal life. LBS contain services to recognize a
location and give the longitude and the latitude of a person or object such as restaurant or the
location of friends, LBS allow to the users to track their package and know where is it and in
which time it will send or came.
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Location based social networks are a type of social network in which the geographic services are
the main object in this system which enable the additional social network dynamics such as geocoding and geo-tagging, according to that the users can visit any location in the world and make
geo-tagging about anything the users want to show it like photos, comments and videos. In
particular, the geographic services presents it by using three layers first for users, locations and
the content layer [1][2]. Here it’s sure that the users can exploit information from one layer to
another, according to these layer we can calculate the similarity of the information between the
users for instance, the places that most of the users can prefers. LBSNs improved the quality of
service on: firstly, the recommendation of social events, places, friends and activities, secondly,
users behaviour and community detection, finally, personalized recommendation of social events,
locations and friends.
Users of location based social network application can records the location that had been visited
it, referred to ‘check-in’. The check-in is mostly consist of active users, date & time, places and
accompanying people. This records of each check-in allows to the users to keep track the place
they have been visit [3], also these records allow to the user to receive notifications about there
other contact and where they made check-in and they opinion about it. On other hands the users
can check the comment of the other users about the places that the user want to visit it these
application allow to check everything before going to it. While the user is wondering notification
can received about each area passed from directly the program is showing the rate and the
comment of other users about this place, before all of these applications also allow to the user to
check the place and everything about it from comment and rate and give his own one about that
place. The other benefit is to tag the other user who is with the user and show it as a notification
in the application. These applications allow to there users to select a list of friends and create their
own list of friends as a kind of social networking system [4].
One of the most popular location based social network application is Foursquare. Foursquare is a
mobile application which become too much popular as local search and discovery app which is
recommending the users to find which places they prefer, also provides recommendations of the
locations which is much more close to the users. Foursquare helps and let the users to search and
look for different categories such as restaurants, markets, malls, sport places and so on ,also help
to look and search for another places by entering the names of the place. Foursquare also
displayed the personalized suggestion depending on the time like in the morning will recommend
a breakfast places and so on .The recommendations in this app will depend on the history of the
users and what they always search and looking for, like if the user is looking always for dinner
places it will directly suggest for the user new places for dinner.
In this paper, we present an examination for recommendation system depend on the users
behaviours and the popularity of the places and location in different categories that the users of
the location based social networks applications are looking for. We provide a prediction system
for three cities through Foursquare program to prediction the most popular city and to predict the
next place that the user will look for depend on the history of the users and also the categories
that the users prefer to attend to go.
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2. RELATED WORK
There are two main research related to our work the first one is about recommendations system
and the second one is about the prediction system using the history of the user and the prediction
system according to the categories.
There are too many number of researches about data mining algorithms that basis on the
recommendation system idea [5]. These systems are taking the users performance and chooses
such as rating, comments and tags as an input to predict the new move for the user and to show
the popularity of the venues, all these is calculating under the term of collaborative filtering. In
most of new research work has focus about the dataset which had been taken from the web site,
namely movies such as Netflix [6] and music such as Yahoo Music and also another program
which give a huge dataset.
Too many literature focus on the idea of using big data in there recommendation system, in [7],
they trade on the check-in categories data to model implicit user motion pattern. In there research
they focus on the prediction categories according to the user activities, also the prediction
according to the location given by the rated category distribution.
In another review, researcher depends on there analysed about user’s check-in history also social
interaction pattern by using network structures of Foursquare users and venues dataset, also they
focus on the venues geographical information and its effect on the users behaviours when he/she
choosing the place to better understand the sensitive factors [8].
Also there’s research, which evaluate a series of ways and techniques for identification of users
from their own check-in information. They applied techniques to analysed the data according to
users check-in over time and also the frequency of visit specific location, the techniques was
depending on the users identification to analysed the dataset (Trajectory-based Identification,
Frequency-based Identification and Measuring the Complexity of the Identification Task)
depending on spatio-temporal trajectory emerging for their users check-in. They applied also a
hybrid way to exploit both types of information [9].
On other hand, there are researches which depends on users history information to predict the
next steps or the next place that the user planning to visit. The idea of these research is about
when the users make a check-in by using Foursquare application and showing it by using another
social network program such as Twitter. The dataset collected depending on each twit will
contain any information about check-in through Foursquare or another location based social
network Application [10].
The task of successive personalized point of interest (POI) in LBSNs considered by focusing on
how to solve the POI recommendation or prediction by observed two prominent properties in the
check-in sequence: personalized Markov chain and region localization. By submitted a matrix
factorization method, namely FPMC-LR, to firm the personalized Markov qualifications and the
centralized zone. The idea here is not just about personalized Markov chain in the check-in
sequence, but also to look around the localized area [11].
For another point according to the interest of the user they focus on the problem of the time aware
point of interest recommendation systems, which recommending to the user to visit new places at
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a given time according to the users interest. To explain the geographical the temporal influence in
the point of interest POI recommendation systems. They suggested Geographical-Temporal
influences Aware Graph (GTAG) to calculate and record the check-in also the geographic and
temporal influence. In this project to make the Geographical-Temporal influences Aware Graph
(GTAG) more effective and more efficient recommendation they developed the performance of it
by propagate methods named Breadth-first Preference Propagation (BPP). According to this
algorithm the recommendation system will returns results within at most 6 diffusion steps. The
recommendation systems results were time aware because of the perception that the users looking
for different places at different time [12].

3. DATASET
In this section, we describe the dataset that we are dealing with what it contain for how many
check-in made by how may user and the 3 cities that we are comparing it. Then we analysed the
dataset by calculating the number of check-in in each venue and find the average and the number
of check-in for each location also find the average number of check-in for each user.

3.1. Data Collection
Location based social networks have been very popular subject and this kind of datasets it
become very interesting point to attracted millions of people footprint and what they are looking
for. The dataset had been collected from foursquare program which is represent and deal with
different categories and venues that the users of this program prefer to look for it. In order to
study on personalized location recommendations foursquare dataset one of the best option in this
time to understand what the users interesting in. Users can access foursquare by using their own
phone very easily and show their status by make check-in in any place that the users wants.
Through these programs users can write any comment about there status with the rate that want to
give for this place, also make share and tags for anyone from there friends which is exist in there
contents, also foursquare allow for the users to create there own list about the places that they
prefers which it’s the best for the users according to what the user is always looking for.
The foursquare dataset that we used in our research showing dealing with different kind of
categories in three different cities which they are London, Austin and Dallas in (March and April
of 2011) the dataset shows check-in in too many places for different categories according to too
many users. Each of cities has different amount of check-in and also check-in in different places
in each of the cities for different categories and positions. Each for these cities dataset has its own
properties about the number of users, check-in and the categories. For London city dataset, it
contain more than 4 millions check-in for more than 100 thousands users in more than 40
thousands different positions and places for different categories and also it contain the longitude
and latitude of each venues and for the check-in it’s explaining and exposure the date , time for
each check-in and showing also the number of the street and the building, these dataset had been
taken in 2011 for March and April, according to these dataset there’s some user made more than
200 check-in and other less these number until one check-in in different categories ,date and
time. According to all these information we can predict the best places also speculate the rush
hour and give the best recommendation for the others users.
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3.2. Data Analysing
In this part we analyzed our dataset for three cities acount the number of check-in for each city
.Also we calculate the average number of check-in with the number of users and with the number
of places .In order to have more clear result and in order to make to make the dealing withthis
much big dataset much more easily .This calculation for the average for each city according to the
number of check-in with the number of users and also with number of places as shown in Table.1
Table.1 Average properties observed on Forsquare over the specific date of the data set:Total number of
user(N), places (M) and check-in (C), average number of check-in per user (Cu) and per place (CP)
City
London
Austin
Dallas

N
104,076
42,122
35,593

M
4,384
12,971
15,751

C
4,162,121
1,474,270
1,637,232

Cu
11.7
7.5
13.7

Figure1. Average number of check-in per place

Figure 2. Average number of check-in per user

Cp
97
115
105
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According to the table 1 we calculate the average number of check-in per place as shown in Fig.1
that the highest number is for Austin city, also the average number of check-in per user Fig.2 that
the highest average is for Dallas city.

4. PREDICTION ANALYSIS
Location based social system network can improve the services on Generic recommendation of
social activities, events, friends and location, another one is the personalized recommendations of
activities, events, friends and users mobility. All the recommendation systems algorithms depend
on the dataset in a different way such as following friends algorithms will depend on the friends
what they prefer and like the algorithms which depending on the history of the users and
according to that will advise the users to what they prefer to visit.
The personalized recommender system depends on the check-in histories of the users. Then,
compare the history of users with each other and find the correlation of the performance for the
users and suggest to the users new places, events and activities. In particular, the personalized
recommender take the advantage of the time that some of the user has visited a place and give a
rate or comment on that place and predict for the user unvisited place similar to the history of that
user [13].
We applied some technical method on our dataset for the prediction system according to the
history of the users and the number of the check-in that the user made in the three city also
depending on categories and find the most popular one for the three cities In another hand predict
the next place that the user will like to go according to the popularity of the place in our dataset to
know the most popular city between Austin, Dallas and London by taking and counting the most
high rating location and according to that we predict the popular city.
In this section, we applied a set of algorithms that we examined for the prediction system:

4.1. Visiting popular places
The first one is non-personalized baseline on the rank of the place also on the number of check-in
that the users make in that place. We found the most popular places in the three cities:
Table.2 Austin city table for the most popular places
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Table.3 London city table for the most popular places

Table.4 Dallas city table for the most popular places

The previous tables show the most popular places in each of the three cities depending on the
number of check-ins in each of these places.

4.2. Attending places by categories
The next method is a content based filtering. The prediction system depend on the most popular
categories that most of user attend to visit and the type of the categories that most of the user are
looking for in all the three city.
Table.5 Austin city table for the most popular categories

Table.6 London city table for the most popular categories
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Table.7 Dallas city table for the most popular categories

According to the previous tables that it showing the most interested categories in each of the three
cities such as the most popular category in Austin city is “Bar” which means all the places under
the name of Bar category is get attend more than the other categories.

4.3. Attending Places by User History
This method is depending on the history of each user and giving the next move depending on
what that user is prefer to visit and attend to go. Each user has a type of venues like to visit and
according to that the program will speculate the next place for the user according to the history of
him/her. We applied this method on our dataset for each user in the three cities and predict the
next move for each user depending on their history and the number of check-in that the user made
in his/her favourite venues.
Table.8 The most popular places in Austin city according to the history of selected users

Table.9 The most popular places in Dallas city according to the history of selected users
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Table.10 The most popular places in London city according to the history of selected users.

In the previous tables is showing the prediction system for each city depending on the check-in of
the users in all the three cities. According to the history of the users on Foursquare program to
predict the next place that the user will go to it.

5. EVALUATION
We have evaluated the recommendation system algorithms result and compare it across the
predictor, datasets and the three cities. In this section we describe our methodology and the
metrics that we used to evaluate the recommendation system quality.

5.1 Methodology and Metrics
In this section we separate the dataset in to train and test in order to calculate accuracy result. We
filter the dataset from zero and unknown check-in Ci,j value to have more clear result. We use
three metrics to calculate and find the quality of these recommendation system’s result that we
have found.

5.2 Result
We calculate the precision and the recall for each of the three method that we analysed our
dataset on for all of the three cities to major the quality of our prediction and analysis system to
find the best result as shown in Tables.
Table 11. Austin city the precision, recall and accuracy
Method / Austin city
Popular places
Attending by categories
User history

precision
0.5742
0.1635
0.1056

recall
0.658
0.0739
0.16

accuracy
0.662
0.215
0.1667

Table 12. Dallas city the precision, recall and accuracy
Method / Dallas city
Popular places
Attending by categories
User history

precision
0.526
0.1306
0.0576

recall
0.6173
0.0691
0.09

accuracy
0.6214
0.1625
0.0918
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Table 13. London city the precision, recall and accuracy
Method / London city
Popular places
Attending by categories
User history

precision
0.4866
0.259
0.1257

recall
0.5691
0.1206
0.24

accuracy
0.5711
0.223
0.2414

The user will visit the top-N places as the result on the tables .The measured of the recall and the
precision were depend on true positives (tp), false positives (fp), and false negatives (fn):

Two formulas to calculate the prediction system quality are precision and the recall with the
accuracy that we applied on it to calculate the quality of prediction system.
According all of the three cities of our dataset the highest accuracy, precision and recall where
about the prediction system depend on the popularity of the places.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper we had described the prediction system focusing on three point in the dataset that we
have from Foursquare the history for each of the users and what it will be the next step of them.
We focus about attending new places by their categories and which category is the most popular
one in our dataset. Also we concentrate counting the most popular place in each of the cities and
predict the most wanted one according to the number of check-in that get taken on it. The goal of
the three kind of prediction in our paper is to give a recommendation for the other users and the
same users of the Foursquare program because this number that we found it’s rating point for the
users that they can depend on it for the next step of them.
In the term of the future work, we seek to evaluate a recommendation system that can calculate
these number and give directly high rate for the prediction by applying another filter to have more
specific result with high percentage of quality of prediction system.
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